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+441285653030 - http://zen-chinese-takeaway.edan.io/

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Zen from Cotswold. Currently, there are 16 menus and drinks
available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact them through

their website. What User likes about Zen:
fast service. eat smells fantastic. I came home and undeveloped. very nice. they enjoy the aromas and different
colors in the Chinese kitchen. (hence with lemon) is and will always be my favorite. 4 star food evaluation at the
front door. busy road and parking can sometimes be difficult. shop front could do with the improvement, pictures
on google do not the food justity. a beautiful Chinese meal, with shop screening... read more. What 389melanieg

doesn't like about Zen:
Staying in the area on holiday and was looking for a Chinese takeaway and this was the closest one. Lady

behind the counter didn’t understand us very well but we managed to place our order. We Ordered chicken and
chips, sweet and sour beef with chips and duck spring rolls. Came to £15. Cash only here. Got back to holiday
lodge only to find no chips at all. The chicken was half a very small bird that had been thrown i... read more. If

you're in a rush, you can get delectable Fast-Food dishes to your taste from Zen in Cotswold, freshly prepared
for you in few minutes, Many visitors show especially their enthusiasm for the versatile, flavorful Chinese

cuisine. Not to be overlooked is also the comprehensive selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant.
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PRAWN

Sid� dishe�
MIXED VEGETABLES

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS
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CHILLI SAUCE
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